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MAIN POINTS
The UK presidency should keep
up structural aid from the rich
West to the poor East, boost
R&D spending, and scrap the
unjustiﬁed British rebate to
secure an EU budget that respects solidarity and promotes
welfare for all. This will increase
the likelihood that France will
agree to reform the CAP.
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UK Should Restore Solidarity in EU Budget Talks

member states as the only thing that

On the issue of structural and indeed

stood between them and an increasingly

agricultural funds, the European Union
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der to save not only in appearance but
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The same can be said of French defence of
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Besides a common market and the rule of
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peace on the continent through common
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ing. What we indeed need is a more am-
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ization eﬀorts, will propel the Union as a

their economic development. While lately

whole into the globalized world. As Tony

the impression has been given that the

Blair told the European Parliament: “Ide-

amount of structural aid is massive, one

als survive through change. They die

ought to remember that Germany alone

through inertia in the face of challenge.”

transfers more than the twice the total of

Solidarity used to be an idea cherished in

European structural funds to its new Län-

Europe. Let us hope it has not said its last

der each year. In addition, richer member

word.

states have proﬁted from the opening of
new markets and the cheap labor force in
the new member states, and one can thus
only contemplate the argument of a zerosum game going on within the European
Union with incredulity.
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